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Machine learning methods have had spectacular success on numerous problems. Here we show
that a prominent class of learning algorithms - including Support Vector Machines (SVMs) – have
a natural interpretation in terms of ecological dynamics. We use these ideas to design new online
SVM algorithms that exploit ecological invasions, and benchmark performance using the MNIST
dataset. Our work provides a new ecological lens through which we can view statistical learning
and opens the possibility of designing ecosystems for machine learning.
INTRODUCTION
Machine learning (ML) is one of the most exciting and
useful areas of modern computer science [1, 2]. One com-
mon machine learning task is classification: given labeled
data from one or more categories, predict the category
of a new, unlabeled data point. Another common task
is to perform outlier detection (i.e. find data points that
appear to be irregular). Both of these difficult problems
can be solved efficiently using kernel-based methods such
as Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [1, 3, 4].
The basic idea behind SVMs is to use a non-linear
map to embed the input data in a high-dimensional fea-
ture space where it can be classified using a simple linear
classifier (see Figure 1). To ensure good generalization
and avoid overfitting, SVMs focus on the “hardest to
classify” points that lie closest to the linear decision sur-
face in the high-dimensional feature space. These points
are called “support vectors” and play a prominent role
in SVM algorithms.
The real power and utility of SVMs comes from the
fact that these ideas can be implemented quickly and
efficiently using kernel methods and quadratic optimiza-
tion [1, 4]. The idea of a kernel function is to replace
the explicit mapping to a high-dimensional feature space
with an implicit kernel function that specifies the sim-
ilarity (dot product) between data points in the high-
dimensional feature space. Once the kernel function is
specified, the support vectors and decision surface can
be easily computed as an instance of a Quadratic Pro-
gramming (QP) problem. There exist efficient exact and
approximate optimization algorithms for QP that scale
weakly polynomially in input size.
The original motivation for SVMs and other kernel
methods were deep results in statistical learning the-
ory concerning generalization errors [3–5]. Here, we
show that these statistical problems can also be under-
stood using ideas from niche theory in community ecol-
ogy (see Table I) [6, 7]. Our construction exploits the
recently discovered duality between ecological dynam-
ics and constrained optimization problems, specifically
quadratic programming [8–10]. In particular, we show
FIG. 1: Overview of Support Vector Machines (SVMs). Data
points are mapped into a high-dimensional feature space via
φ(X) where they can be separated using a linear decision
surface. The SVM tries to maximize the distance (margin)
from the decision boundary to the nearest data point. Points
that lie on the maximum-margin planes (circled) are called
support vectors and used to classify new, unlabeled data.
that data points can be viewed as “species” that com-
pete for resources, with each feature identified with a
distinct resource, and the kernel function specifying the
niche overlap between species/datapoints [11, 12].
This mapping allows us to reinterpret SVMs as com-
plex ecosystems that self-organize into ecologically stable
steady states defined by their support vectors. This new
ecological perspective naturally leads to a new online al-
gorithms based on ecological invasion for SVMs as well
as for outlier detection kernel methods such as Support
Vector Data Description (SVDD)[13, 14]. We also show
that our ecological SVDD method is equivalent to the
online algorithm derived in [15].
SVMS AS QP
Consider a classification problem where each p-
dimensional data point xi (i = 1, 2, 3 . . . N) comes with
a binary label ti = ±1. A SVM fits a linear classifier to
the data of the form
y(x) = wTφ(x) + b (1)
where φ : Rp → Rq, q  p denotes a mapping to a high-
dimensional feature space. The scalar offset b and the
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2q-dimensional weight vector w are tunable model param-
eters.
A new data point xk is assigned to class tk = +1 if
y(xk) > 0 and to class tk = −1 if y(xk) < 0. In the
main text, we restrict our discussion to linearly separa-
ble datasets, i.e., datasets for which exists a hyperplane
in the feature space φ(x) that partitions the dataset into
two regions with every point in class +1 in one region
and every point in class −1 in the other (see Fig 1).
However, our construction can be easily generalized to
non-separable datasets (see Supporting Information).
SVMs are trained by maximizing the margin, defined
as the Euclidean distance from the line y(x) = 0 (the
decision boundary) to the nearest data point. It is easy to
show that distance from the point xi to the line y(x) = 0
is given by the expression ti
y(xi)
|w| . Maximizing the margin
corresponds to choosing the parameters w and b so that
w, b = arg maxw,b
{
1
|w|mini[ti(w
Tφ(xi) + b)]
}
(2)
The above maximization problem can be recast by not-
ing that Equation (2) has a gauge degree of freedom: the
decision surface is invariant under the scaling transfor-
mation w → Dw and b → Db [1, 3, 4]. We can fix this
gauge by choosing the margin to be exactly 1. In this
gauge, Equation (2) is equivalent to the following convex
quadratic programming problem
arg minw,b
1
2
|w|2
subject to ti(w
Tφ(xi) + b) ≥ 1 for all i,
(3)
where i labels the N data points in the training dataset.
As with all constrained optimization problems, we can
also solve the equivalent dual optimization problem by
introducing generalized Lagrange multipliers ai (often
called KKT multipliers in the optimization literature)
corresponding to each of the inequality constraints in (3)
[16]. Since there is one constraint per data point i, we can
uniquely associate each ai with a data point in the train-
ing set. For data points that saturate the inequality in
(3), ai is positive, and acts as an ordinary Lagrange mul-
tiplier to enforce the constraint. For the rest of the data
points, no Lagrange multiplier is required, and ai = 0.
These observations give rise to the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
conditions, which are necessary and sufficient to deter-
mine the optimum [1, 3, 4]:
0 = ∇w,bL(w, b, ai)
1 ≤ ti(wTφ(xi) + b)
0 ≤ ai
0 = ai[ti(w
Tφ(xi) + b)− 1]
(4)
where the last three expressions hold for all i, with the
SVM Lagrangian
L(w, b, ai) =
1
2
|w|2 −
N∑
i=1
ai[ti(w
Tφ(xi) + b)− 1]. (5)
Solving the first condition for w and b yields the equa-
tions w =
∑N
i=1 aitiφ(xi) and
∑N
i=1 aiti = 0. Inserting
these results into Equation (5) gives equations for opti-
mal ai:
argmaxai L(ai) =
N∑
i=1
ai − 1
2
N∑
i,j=1
aiajtitjK(xi, xj)
subject to 0 ≤ ai for all i
and
N∑
i=1
aiti = 1
(6)
L(ai) is called the dual SVM Lagrangian. In writing
this equation, we have introduced the kernel function
K(xi, xj) ≡ φT (xi)φ(xj) which is just the dot product
of the data points in the high-dimensional feature space
φ.
In this dual formulation, the support vectors corre-
spond precisely to those data points xk for which the cor-
responding KKT multiplier is greater than zero ak > 0.
The SVM can be used to classify a new point x using
t = sign(y(x)) with
y(x) =
∑
i∈S
tiaiK(x, xi) + b
b =
1
|S|
∑
i∈S
ti −∑
j∈S
ajtjK(xi, xj)

and S the set of support vectors.
THE ECOLOGY OF SVMS
Consider the maximization of the dual Lagrangian
L(ai) given in Equation (6), subject to the constraints∑N
i=1 aiti = 0 and ai ≥ 0. Recently, it was shown there
exists a duality between constrained optimization and
ecological dynamics [8]. Using this duality, it is straight-
forward to show that the solution to this problem is en-
coded in the steady state of a generalized Lotka-Volterra
equation of the form
dai
dt
= ai
1 + λti − N∑
j=1
titjK(xi, xj)aj

dλ
dt
= −
N∑
i=1
aiti,
(7)
This system of differential equations has a natural eco-
logical interpretation as the dynamics of N species with
3SVM Ecology
Data point Species
KKT Multiplier Species Abundance
Feature Space Trait Space
Kernel Niche Overlap
Support Vectors Species that survive in ecosystem
TABLE I: Conceptual mapping between SVMs and ecology
abundances ai (i = 1 . . . N) whose interactions are rep-
resented by the matrix αij with elements
αij = titjK(xi, xj). (8)
Since each ai corresponds to a data point, we can think
of this as an ecological network where data points i and
j from the same class ( ti = tj) compete with each other
(i.e. αij > 0) whereas species of from different classes
(ti = −tj) are mutualistic (i.e. αij < 0). The level of
competition or mutualism depends on the overlap kernel
K(xi, xj) with similar data points having stronger inter-
actions.
Ecologically, a combination of competitive and mutu-
alistic interactions such as these naturally occur in plant-
pollinator networks [17]. In such networks, different
species of plants compete with each other for pollinators,
pollinators compete with each other for plants, and plant-
pollinators interactions are beneficial for both kinds of
species. The λ term corresponds to an abiotic environ-
mental factor that is produced or consumed by different
species. In this plant-pollinator analogy, λ could repre-
sent an environmental CO2 concentration. Specifically,
plants consume CO2 and benefit from high CO2 concen-
tration while pollinators produce CO2 and are harmed
by high CO2 concentration.
Note that this interpretation differs from the
consumer-resource interpretation given to a generic con-
strained optimization problem in [8]. The Lagrange mul-
tiplier λ plays the role of a “resource,” but is not required
to be positive, since it is enforcing an equality constraint
rather than an inequality. The variables ai of the opti-
mization are now treated as the species rather than as
resources.
These observations suggest a new ecological interpre-
tation of SVMs (see Table I). Data points act like species
that either compete or promote each others’ survival.
The abundance of each species is the value of KKT mul-
tiplier that enforces the corresponding constraint in (3).
Since only the support vectors have non-zero KKT mul-
tipliers, the only data points that survive in the ecosys-
tem are support vectors. As noted above, data points
from the same category compete with each whereas data
points from different categories are mutualistic. As is
widely appreciated in the ecological literature, the eco-
logical dynamics depends only on the overlap of re-
source utilization function encoded in the similarity ker-
nel K(xi, xj) between points [11]. The data points most
likely to survive in the ecosystem are data points from
one category that are similar to data points from the
opposite category since they have large mutualistic in-
teractions. For this reason, the data points that survive
in the ecosystem are precisely those lie near the boundary
between the two categories, that is, the support vectors.
This mapping can also be easily generalized to the case
where the data is not linearly separable, and to Support
Vector Data Description (SVDD) algorithms [13–15] for
outlier detection (see SI).
ECOSVM: AN ONLINE ALGORITHM
One interesting class of processes that has been ex-
tensively studied in the ecological literature is ecological
invasion [9, 18–20]. In the context of SVMs, invasion by
new species corresponds to addition of a new data point
(x0, t0) to our existing dataset. If we denote the existing
support vectors by the set S, the condition for a suc-
cessful invasion is the intuitive statement that the initial
growth rate must be positive when the new data point is
introduced into the ecosystem:
0 <
1
a0
da0
dt
= 1 + λt0 −
∑
j∈S
t0tjK(x0, xj)aj . (9)
When this equation is satisfied the new data point can
successfully invade the ecosystem and fixate (i.e. become
a support vector). If the condition is not satisfied, the
point goes “extinct” and the set of support vectors does
not change. If a data point can invade successfully, the
species abundances “ai” are modified and can be found
by solving for the steady state of (7) using either forward
integration or quadratic programming [8].
This suggests a simple new approximate algorithm for
online SVM learning we term the EcoSVM. In online
learning, rather than seeing all the data at once, training
data is presented in a sequential pattern. In the EcoSVM
algorithm when a new training data point is presented,
the invasion condition (9) is used to determine whether
it can successfully invade the ecosystem. If it cannot, the
training data point is discarded. If it can, we recompute
the steady-states using Equation (7). This algorithm can
be easily generalized to the case of non-separable data
(see Supporting Information and attached code imple-
menting the algorithm).
Because we use the ecologically inspired invasion con-
dition, there is no need to recompute the support vec-
tors at each learning step, resulting in a faster and more
memory-efficient online algorithm than those that were
previously suggested [21–26]. The EcoSVM algorithm
also reduces the amount of training data that needs to
be stored in memory. Specifically, instead of needing to
store all data points, we keep only the support vectors.
Since the number of support vectors is in general a small
4subset of all the training data, this greatly reduces the
memory requirements. This increased efficiency comes at
the expense of introducing small errors that come from
the contingent nature of ecological invasions. Occasion-
ally, a successful invasion by a new species (new data
point) will allow a species that could not previously in-
vade the ecosystem (designated not a support vector) to
become viable (a support vector). This kind of histori-
cal contingency introduces errors in our online algorithm
since we discard all data points that do not fix in the
ecosystem. In practice, we find that these errors are gen-
erally quite small for real-world datasets.
NUMERICAL TESTS
We tested EcoSVM using several numerical exam-
ples. We started with two toy datasets with N = 200
data points x = (c1, c2) drawn uniformly from a two-
dimensional hypercube x ∈ [0, 1]2. We enforced linear
separability using a decision boundary given by c1 = 1/2
so that data points with c1 < 1/2 were assigned to one
class t = −1 and those with c1 > 1/2 were assigned
to a different class t = 1 (see Figure 2). We also cre-
ated a dataset where the decision boundary was given by
c1 =
1
2 +
1
10 sin(2pic2), which is not linearly separable in
the given feature space. After initialization using the first
10 data points, we trained an EcoSVM using the online
scheme described above. As can be seen visually in Fig-
ure 2, the decision boundaries found by the EcoSVM were
very similar to those found using an ordinary batch SVM
algorithm. Furthermore, the final accuracy and number
of support vectors of the EcoSVM algorithms and ordi-
nary batch SVM algorithm were almost identical (See SI
for more detail).
Next, we tested the performance of EcoSVM algo-
rithm on MNIST [27, 28], a standard benchmark dataset
in machine learning. The MNIST dataset consists of
6, 000 training images and 1, 000 test images of each
of the handwritten digits ‘0’-‘9’. To test the EcoSVM,
we considered the binary classification task of distin-
guishing fours and nines. For this classification prob-
lem, we used a standard Gaussian (RBF) kernel given by
Kσ(x, y) = exp
[− 12σ2 (x− y)2], where the kernel width
σ was determined via cross validation on the batch SVM.
The performance of our EcoSVM algorithm was compa-
rable to a traditional SVM trained on the full dataset (
98.1% accuracy compared to 98.5% accuracy for tradi-
tional SVMs, as shown in Figure 3). The EcoSVM algo-
rithm also ends up finding a similar number of support
vectors as a traditional SVM: ∼ 750. We note that since
the MNIST dataset is not completely linearly separable
in the RBF feature space, in these numerical simulations
we used the generalization of the EcoSVM algorithm for
non-linearly separable datasets discussed in the SI.
FIG. 2: Comparison of classical SVM and EcoSVM algo-
rithms for a data set with N = 200 total training points
points for (Left) a linearly separable dataset and (Right) a
dataset where the data is not linearly separable (see SI for
more detail on algorithm in non-linear case). The true de-
cision boundary is given by dashed black line. Cyan regions
show data that the full SVM and online SVM both identify
as ti = 1. Blue regions show data that full SVM and online
SVM both identify as ti = −1. Purple regions show area in
which SVM and online SVM disagree. ti = 1 data points are
shown as green plus symbols, ti = −1 data points are shown
as red circles. Active support vectors are shown with larger
symbols.
FIG. 3: An ecologically inspired online SVM algorithm
EcoSVM applied to digit classification of ones and fours from
the MNIST dataset [27, 28]. Accuracy of EcoSVM for 25 dif-
ferent realizations. The average accuracy over all realizations
is shown using the solid blue line and the accuracy of an SVM
trained on the entire dataset is shown using the blue dotted
line. The inset panel shows the number of active support
vectors in each realization (black lines), the mean number
of support vectors across all realizations (blue solid line) and
the number of support vectors for SVM trained on full dataset
(dotted blue line).
CONCLUSION
In this work, we have shown how we can think about
kernel methods using ideas from ecology. This ecologi-
cal mapping allowed us to formulate a new ecologically
inspired online SVM algorithm, the EcoSVM. We have
shown that the performance of EcoSVM is comparable to
traditional SVMs that work with all data simultaneously.
Our algorithm differs from previous online SVMs which
must recompute the support vectors at each learning step
[21–26] allowing for faster implementation and smaller
memory requirements. While in the main text we focus
on linearly separable data, as shown in the SI these same
ideas can be generalized to non-separable data and for
5outlier detection (SVDD) using unlabeled data. Our re-
sults suggest that ecological dynamics may provide a rich
new setting for thinking about biologically-inspired ma-
chine learning. They also suggest the tantalizing possi-
bility that it maybe possible to engineer synthetic ecosys-
tems that implement sophisticated statistical learning al-
gorithms [29].
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ADDING THE SLACK
In the main text we have focused on datasets that are
linearly separable. For the majority of practical appli-
cations this is not the case. For overlapping class dis-
tributions, the primal SVM problem is modified so that
points are allowed to be on the wrong side of the mar-
gin. Specifically, slack variables ζi ≥ 0 are introduced
with tiy(xi) ≥ 1− ζi. This should be compared with the
linearly separable case where the constraint is instead
tiy(xi) ≥ 1. The new minimization is weighted to penal-
ize points that lie on the wrong side of the margin
arg minw,b,ζi
1
2
|w|2 + C
N∑
i=1
ζi
subject to ti(w
Tφ(xi) + b) ≥ 1 for all i,
(10)
where the slack parameter C determines the extent to
which points on the wrong side of the margin are toler-
ated. In practice, C is a hyper-parameter that is tuned
to minimize generalization error. The KKT conditions
for this new minimization problem are:
0 = ∇w,b,ζiL(w, b, ζi, ai, µi)
1− ζi ≤ tiy(xi)
0 ≤ ai
0 = ai[tiy(xi)− 1 + ζi]
0 ≤ ζi
0 ≤ µi
0 = µiζi
(11)
where the µi are additional KKT multipliers enforcing
the constraints ζi ≥ 0, and the primal Lagrangian is
L(w, b, ζi, ai, µi) =
1
2
|w|2 +
N∑
i=1
[Cζi − ai(tiy(xi)− 1 + ζi)− µiζi]
Minimizing the Lagrangian ∂L∂wi = 0 ,
∂L
∂b = 0 and
∂L
∂ζi
=
0 gives equations
w =
N∑
i=1
tiaiφ(xi) ,
N∑
i=1
aiti = 0 , ai = C − µi (12)
Each µi ≥ 0 so the last equation is equivalent to ai ≤
C. Inserting these results into the primal Lagrangian
transforms the problem into maximization of the dual
SVM Lagrangian
6argmaxai L(ai) =
N∑
i=1
ai − 1
2
N∑
i,j=1
aiajtitjK(xi, xj)
subject to 0 ≤ ai ≤ C for all i
and
N∑
i=1
aiti = 1
(13)
We can enforce the second constraint by introducing
a Lagrange multiplier λ, resulting in the following set of
equations for the optimal ai:
argmaxai,λ L(ai, λ)
subject to 0 ≤ ai ≤ C for all i
(14)
with Lagrangian
L(ai, λ) =
N∑
i=1
ai − 1
2
N∑
i,j=1
aiajtitjK(xi, xj) + λ
N∑
i=1
tiai
(15)
Using the duality described in [8], we can map the
quadratic programming problem (14) to ecological dy-
namics
dai
dt
= ai(C − ai)(1 + λti −
N∑
j=1
titjK(xi, xj)aj)
dλ
dt
= −
N∑
i=1
aiti.
(16)
where the prefactor ai(C − ai) enforces the constraints
on ai. Equation (16) has a similar interpretation to the
Lotka-Volterra equations for the linearly separable case,
with the additional (C − ai) factor can be interpreted as
each species having a maximum carrying capacity C [30].
Now consider the addition of new point P0 = (x0, t0).
This point changes the set of support vectors if the initial
growth rate is positive.
0 <
1
a0
da0
dt
= 1 + λt0 −
N∑
j=1
t0tjK(x0, xj)aj (17)
Let xk be any “active” support vector, that is, a point
whose KKT multiplier ak satisfies C > ak > 0. Then,
solving the steady state equation (16) for auxiliary vari-
able λ gives
λ = −tk +
N∑
i=1
tiK(xi, xk)ai (18)
Inserting this into Equation (17) gives the invasion con-
dition
0 <
1
a0
da0
dt
= 1− tkt0 +
N∑
i=1
tit0(K(xi, xk)−K(xi, x0))ai
(19)
This invasion condition can be used to construct an on-
line learning algorithm. Specifically, when a new data
point is presented, the condition (19) can be used to de-
termine whether the new point changes the set of sup-
port vectors without having to recompute the minimum
of (13). The nonzero KKT multipliers ai > 0 and corre-
sponding support vectors xi are kept in memory.
A new point x is classified using t = sign(y(x)) with
y(x) =
∑
i
tiaiK(x, xi) + b
b =
1
|M |
∑
i∈M
ti −∑
j∈S
ajtjK(xi, xj)

where S is the full set of support vectors and M is the
subset of active support vectors. Note that this formula
requires at least one active support vector.
PERFORMANCE ON TOY MODELS
We test our proposed online learning algorithms on two
toy datasets. We consider one dataset that is linearly
separable in the feature space φ(x) = x. Specifically,
we choose all data points to be drawn from the [0, 1]p
p-dimensional hypercube. We then define the decision
surface:
B1 : (x1 =
1
2
, x2, ...xp)
We consider a second dataset that is not linearly sep-
arable. Specifically, we define the second dataset to have
decision boundary given by:
B2 : (x1 =
1
2
+
1
10
sin(2pix2) sin(2pix3)... sin(2pixp), x2, ...xp)
To test our proposed algorithm, we drawN points from
the p dimensional hypercube. The minimum of the SVM
Lagrangian is found for Ns points with Ns  N . We
require that Ns is greater then p or else there are flat di-
rections and our algorithm can become unstable. At each
step, a new point is presented and the invasion condition
(17) is used to determine whether the set of support vec-
tors is changed. If (17) is satisfied, the steady state is
recomputed using quadratic programming. This is con-
tinued for all N points. We find an excellent agreement
between the predictions of our online algorithm and an
batch SVM trained using all N points for both the lin-
early separable and non-linearly separable datasets.
We study how the test accuracy and number of support
vectors depend on the training epoch T . For this purpose,
let us define the accuracy
A(T ) = 1− 1|Ntest|
∑
x∈Ntest
1
2
|tT (x)− tExact(x)|
7where Ntest is the set of testing data and tExact(x) is the
true label corresponding to point x. tT (x) denotes the
prediction of the online SVM trained with T data points.
In addition, let us define
N(T ) =

Number of ai(T ) > 0
for linearly seperable case
Number of C > ai(T ) > 0
for non-linearly seperable case
where ai(T ) are the support vector coefficients of the
online SVM trained with T data points. In both the
linear and non-linear case N(T ) counts the number of
active support vectors.
Figure 4 and 5 show that in both the linear and non-
linear case for large T the online algorithm converges to
an accuracy A(T ) that is just below the accuracy of a
batch SVM. Furthermore the number of active support
vectors that the the online method finds after training
is slightly below the number of support vectors that the
batch SVM has.
FIG. 4: Test accuracy and number of support vectors as a
function of time for the linearly separable toy model, with
true decision boundary B1 defined in the SI text. Left panel
shows accuracy of online SVM algorithm A(T ) as a function
of the number of points T that the online SVM has seen.
Black lines show individual realization, blue line shows mean
accuracy. Dotted blue line shows full SVM accuracy. Right
panel shows the number of support vectors N(T ) as a func-
tion of the number of points T . Black lines show individual
realization, blue line shows mean number of support vectors.
Dotted blue line shows number of support vectors in SVM
trained on entire dataset at once. The dimension of the data
space is p = 100 and the online training is initialized with
Ns = 30 data points.
ECOLOGY TO SVDD
We show how the method presented in the main text
can be used to derive an approximate online SVDD learn-
ing algorithm first constructed by Jiang et al. in 2017
[15].
The Support Vector Data Description (SVDD) prob-
lem is concerned with unsupervised location of outliers
in single-class classification problems (see [13, 14] for a
good overview). The SVDD problem consists finding a
FIG. 5: Same as Figure 4, but for the non-linearly separable
toy model, with true decision boundary B2 defined in the SI
text. The dimension is p = 30 and the initial number of points
is Ns = 30.
FIG. 6: Schematic showing instances of a supervised classifi-
cation problem (left) and an outlier detection problem (right).
In the supervised classification problem the goal is to parti-
tion the space into two distinct volumes, one for each label.
The thick black line denotes the decision boundary. An incor-
rectly classified four (inside the red hexagon) is shown on the
wrong side of the decision boundary. In the outlier detection
problem, a sphere is created in the feature space to enclose
the minimum volume while still containing all data points (in
this case fours). Points on the boundary of this sphere are
called outliers, they are starred in the schematic. The thick
black line denotes the sphere boundary.
sphere of minimum radius in kernel space that contains
all data points. Figure 6 shows schematically a classifi-
cation problem and an outlier detection problem. Points
that lie on the surface of the sphere are called outliers
and are analogous to active support vectors in the SVM
problem.
The problem is formulated as follows. Given a set of
unlabeled data points D = (xi)Ni=1 :
minimize R2
subject to |φ(xi)− µ|2 ≤ R2 for all i
(20)
where R is the sphere radius in feature space φ(x) and µ
is the center of the sphere in the feature space. This prob-
lem is simplified by the introduction of KKT multipliers
ai for each inequality constraint. The KKT conditions
for the minimization problem are:
80 = ∇R,µL(R,µ, ai)
0 ≤ ai
|φ(xi)− µ|2 −R2 ≤ 0
ai[|φ(xi)− µ|2 −R2] = 0
(21)
with
L(R,µ, ai) = R
2 +
N∑
i=1
ai(|φ(xi)− µ|2 −R2)
Minimizing L(R,µ, ai) with respect to µ and R gives
equations:
N∑
i=1
ai = 1 and µ =
N∑
i=1
aiφ(xi) (22)
Substituting Equation (22) into Equation (21) gives max-
imization problem for the optimal ai:
argmaxai L(ai) =
N∑
i=1
aiK(xi, xi)−
N∑
i,j=1
aiajK(xi, xj)
subject to 0 ≤ ai for all i
and
N∑
i=1
ai = 1
(23)
L(ai) is called the dual SVDD Lagrangian and
K(xi, xj) = φ(xi)
Tφ(xj). For simplicity we set
K(xi, xi) = 1 for the diagonal elements in the rest of
the derivation, although the results we present are easily
generalized for arbitrary kernel. The Python code in-
cluded in the supplemental material works for any choice
of K(x, y).
After the SVDD is trained, the sphere radius in feature
space R can be determined via
R2 = maxi |φ(xi)− µ|2
= maxi (φ(xi)− µ)T (φ(xi)− µ)
= maxi (φ(xi)
Tφ(xi)− 2µTφ(xi) + µTµ)
(24)
The explict dependence on φ(x) in (24) can be removed
using µ =
∑N
i=1 aiφ(xi) :
φ(xi)
Tφ(xi)− 2µTφ(xi) + µTµ =
1− 2
N∑
j=1
K(xi, xj)aj +
N∑
j,k=1
K(xj , xk)ajak
where we have used φ(xi)
Tφ(xj) = K(xi, xj) and
K(xi, xi) = 1. Thus, (24) can be written in terms of
kernel function and support vectors as
R2 = maxi
[
1− 2
N∑
j=1
K(xi, xj)aj +
N∑
j,k=1
K(xj , xk)ajak
] (25)
We apply our method to the SVDD Lagrangian 23.
As K(xi, xi) = 1 and
∑N
i=1 ai = 1 the first term in the
sum can be ignored. A Lagrange multiplier λ is intro-
duced to enforce the latter constraint. The quantity to
be maximized is then
argmaxai,λL(ai, λ) = −
N∑
i,j=1
aiajK(xi, xj) + λ(
N∑
i=1
ai − 1)
subject to 0 ≤ ai for all i
(26)
Using the quadratic programming-ecology duality, we
can embed the solution to (23) as the steady state of the
dynamical equations
dai
dt
= ai(λ−
N∑
j=1
K(xi, xj)aj)
dλ
dt
= 1−
N∑
i=1
an
(27)
Now, suppose we are at the steady state of Equation
(27) and consider the addition of a new point x0. The
invasion condition is that the initial growth rate is posi-
tive
0 <
1
a0
da0
dt
= λ−
N∑
j=1
K(x0, xj)aj (28)
Let xk be any point which has non-zero support vector,
ak > 0. Then, solving the steady state equation (27) for
auxiliary variable λ gives
λ =
N∑
i=1
K(xi, xk)ai (29)
Inserting this into Equation (28) gives the invasion con-
dition
0 <
1
a0
da0
dt
=
N∑
i=1
ai[K(xk, xi)−K(x0, xi)] (30)
which is identical to Equation (2.9) derived in [15] (Note
that they use notation z for our variable x0). Equation
(30) can be used to formulate an online learning algo-
rithm in the same manner as the EcoSVM algorithm pre-
sented in the main text. The paper by Jiang et al. derives
Equation (30) and calls the algorithm Fast Incremental
Support Vector Data Description (FISVDD). They also
numerically shows that this algorithm performs well on
real-world datasets. The fact that this algorithm can be
constructed simply and elegantly using a duality between
quadratic programming and ecology suggests that there
is a deeper connection between machine learning and
ecological dynamics than previously realized and, more
9FIG. 7: Comparison of batch SVDD and online SVDD algo-
rithms for a data set with N = 100 total points (shown in
black) drawn from a Gaussian distribution. Batch SVDD
active support vectors are shown with red “+” symbols.
EcoSVDD active support vectors are shown with green stars.
The kernel function is Gaussian K(x, y) = exp(−1
2
(x−y)T (x−
y)). The EcoSVDD algorithm was started with 10 points.
significantly, that ecologically inspired machine learning
models are not just of theoretical interest but can be used
for real world data analysis.
We illustrate the ability of FISVDD/EcoSVDD nu-
merically. We draw data points from a p-dimensional
multinomial Gaussian distribution with identity covari-
ance matrix and mean uniformly sampled from the p-
dimensional hypercube x ∈ [0, 1]p. Figure (7) shows the
two-dimensional case.
We define R(T ) to be the SVDD radius (25) of an
FISVDD/EcoSVDD trained on T points. The left panel
of Figure 7 shows R(T ) as a function of T . R(T ) con-
verges to the batch SVDD radius (shown with a dashed
blue line).
Similarly, we define a similarity metric between the
FISVDD/EcoSVDD kernel sphere center trained on T
points µ(T ) (22) and the batch SVDD sphere center µ˜ as
S(T ) =
µ(T )T µ˜√
µ(T )Tµ(T )
√
µ˜T µ˜
(31)
S(T ) ≤ 1 with equality if and only if µ(T ) = µ˜.
The right panel of Figure 8 shows S(T ) as a function
of T . S(T ) converges to 1 illustrating the fact that the
FISVDD/EcoSVDD and batch SVDD produce the same
kernel sphere center and radius.
FIG. 8: Online SVDD radius and kernel sphere center simi-
larity score as function of T . Left panel shows online SVDD
radius R(T ) as a function of the number of points T that the
online SVM has seen. Black lines show individual realization,
blue line shows mean radius. Dotted blue line shows batch
SVDD radius. Right panel shows the normalized dot product
between µ(T ) and µ˜. Black lines show individual realizations,
blue line shows average over realizations. The dimension of
the data space is p = 15 and the online training is initialized
with Ns = 30 data points.
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